Workaholics Anonymous
World Service Organization
Intellectual Property Policies
Copyrights
The World Service Organization of Workaholics Anonymous copyrights all of its written
literature, visual images and audio materials, and holds these copyrights in trust for the
Workaholics Anonymous fellowship. It does so in order that the Workaholics Anonymous
literature and spoken content in audio materials may not be altered in content, form or meaning.
Trademarks and Logos
The World Service Organization of Workaholics Anonymous has submitted a registration for its
trademark and retains the ownership of its logos and artwork specific to its literature. These are
depicted here:
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The guidelines for using copyrighted materials, trademarks, logos and artwork are based partly
on legal considerations and partly on the nature of Workaholics Anonymous. Use of the material
and marks on or with goods or services, or on printed material, or with electronic media that are
not generated or published by the World Service Organization of Workaholics Anonymous, or
have not been approved by the WSO, infringes on and dilutes WA’s rights and may impair WA’s
messages, efforts, purposes and meaning. The result may be harm to what WA is, if its marks
and materials are associated with a variety of goods, products, services or messages that are not
actually a part of WA, and are not consistent with the purposes of the WA fellowship. Unlawful
or unpermitted use may cause the marks or literature to lose their meaning and significance as
symbols or expressions of Workaholics Anonymous.
Licensing Policy
Generally, the World Service Organization limits licenses for the translation, publication and
distribution of WA literature, and the use of its trademarks, logos and artwork by granting
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permission to Registered WA Groups in the United States and other countries and to organized
literature committees around the world. The “Translation Guidelines for WA Literature”, “Web
Site Development Guidelines”, and “WAWSO Board and Corporate Policies for Permission to
Use The Workaholics Anonymous Logo, Trademark and Artwork” provide guidance. Typically,
an application will be made. That application will be reviewed by the Executive Committee with
advice sought from the Chairman of the Literature Committee. Approvals, approvals with
conditions, or denials will be determined on a case by case basis in accordance with the WSO
Guidelines and Policies.
Reprint Policy
Permission to reprint some portions of WA literature differs from the Licensing Policy. Our
Reprint Policy permits Registered WA Groups to exactly quote a phrase, sentence or brief
paragraph excerpted from WA literature such as the Book of Recovery or the Book of Discovery,
or our copyrighted pamphlets, as well as The Twelve Steps of Workaholics Anonymous, the W.A.
Tools of Recovery, The Twelve Traditions of Workaholics Anonymous, The Twenty Questions,
and The Promises of Workaholics Anonymous, and other parts of our literature without having to
seek permission and without having to be granted specific permission to do so; provided the
writing is accompanied by a credit line that reads “Reprinted from {name of publication, page
number, the year and the Printing, if applicable}, with the permission of Workaholics
Anonymous World Services Organization. Copyrighted material may not be reproduced in any
form without the written permission of the WAWSO.” Entities which are not a Registered WA
Group and individuals not associated with or representing such a Group may not reprint WA
copyrighted materials without being granted prior approval in writing pursuant to a written
request. All applicants, including WA Registered Groups, seeking permission to reproduce any
WA copyrighted materials as a part of a static web page or site, must first seek permission to do
so in writing. The “Electronic Publishing Policies” provide guidance. Requests for policy
interpretation and to reprint WAWSO materials may be made to wso@workaholicsanonymous.org.
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